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Abstract
In a real communication scenario, it is very difficult to obtain the real-time channel state infor-

mation (CSI) accurately, so the non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) system with statistical CSI
has been researched. Aiming at the problem that the maximization of system sum rate cannot be
solved directly, a step-by-step resource allocation optimization scheme based on machine learning is
proposed. First, in order to achieve a trade-off between the system sum rate and user fairness, the
system throughput formula is derived. Then, according to the combinatorial characteristics of the
system throughput maximization problem, the original optimization problem is divided into two sub-
problems, that are power allocation and user grouping. Finally, genetic algorithm is introduced to
solve the sub-problem of power allocation, and hungarian algorithm is introduced to solve the sub-
problem of user grouping. By comparing the ergodic data rate of NOMA users with statistical CSI and
perfect CSI, the effectiveness of the statistical CSI sorting is verified. Compared with the orthogonal
multiple access (OMA) scheme, the NOMA scheme with the fixed user grouping scheme and the
random user grouping scheme, the system throughput performance of the proposed scheme is signifi-
cantly improved.

Key words: non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), channel state information (CSI), user
grouping, power allocation, throughput

0　 Introduction

Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) technol-
ogy has recently attracted tremendous attention due to
its simple design and superior spectrum efficiency,
which is recognized as a promising multiple access
scheme in the next generation mobile communication
networks[1] . By splitting multiple users via different
transmission power, superposition coding ( SC ),
adopted by NOMA, will introduce interference informa-
tion, so successive interference cancellation ( SIC) is
required at receiver side to realize multi-user detec-
tion[2] . Much of the existing work about NOMA has as-
sumed that the perfect channel state information (CSI)
at transmitter side, which are nearly impractical for
many communication scenarios. Therefore, it is of
great significance to investigate the resource optimiza-
tion of downlink NOMA system with statistical CSI.

Recently, some literature has investigated the re-
source optimization problem in NOMA system with sta-
tistic CSI. In Ref. [3], the performance of two NOMA

system with partial CSI has been evaluated. The re-
search results show that statistical CSI based on second
order statistics is always better than the incomplete CSI
based on feedback, and the system performance with
statistical CSI is similar to that with perfect CSI, in the
case of low signal to noise ratio (SNR). The power al-
location scheme of the NOMA system was investigated
in Ref. [4], and a sub-optimal power allocation algo-
rithm was proposed. Genetic algorithm dynamically al-
locates power in a group, but the design of user group-
ing scheme is neglected. In Ref. [5], a dynamic pow-
er allocation scheme and a user grouping algorithm
were proposed, users are divided into two sets accord-
ing to their statistic CSI, and the users, in different
sets and with the same sort number, were matched into
one group. This grouping method is simple to imple-
ment, but it cannot guarantee the overall performance
of the system. And this literature proves that the per-
formance of the NOMA system is proportional to the
difference in statistical characteristics between users
within the same group. In Ref. [6], a low complexity
power allocation sub-optimal solution and a user sched-
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uling scheme were proposed based on a hierarchical
clustering algorithm. Energy efficiency is used as the
evaluation index, and the near-optimal performance
can be achieved.

The aforementioned literature all considers user
grouping and power allocation separately. But in fact,
user grouping and power allocation are intertwined with
each other[7] . Since multiple users are admitted simul-
taneously, when the number of users is large, the com-
plexity of the SIC receiver in the NOMA system is very
high. As a result, it may not be realistic to ask all us-
ers in the system to perform NOMA jointly, a promising
alternative is to construct a hybrid multiple access sys-
tem, in which, NOMA is combined with orthogonal
multiple access ( OMA) [8] . The users in the system
are divided into multiple groups, where NOMA is im-
plemented within each group and different groups are
allocated with orthogonal resources. Obviously, the
performance of the NOMA system is very dependent on
which users are grouped together and the power alloca-
tion between users[9] . Therefore, effective user group-
ing and power allocation schemes can provide feasibili-
ty for improving the performance of the downlink NO-
MA system with statistical CSI.

Therefore, based on the user channel difference
and the correlation between power allocation and user
grouping, combined the advantages of genetic algo-
rithm and Hungarian algorithm in the field of resource
optimization, a joint optimization scheme with control-
lable complexity is proposed in this paper, in which, it
is assumed that the transmitter only knows the statisti-
cal CSI related to each user. According to the combi-
natorial characteristics of the system throughput maxi-
mization problem, the original optimization problem is
divided into two sub-problems, that are power alloca-
tion and user grouping. Combined the advantages of
genetic algorithm in solving the non-convex problems
and the low-complexity characteristics of Hungarian al-
gorithm in solving the matching problem, genetic algo-
rithm is introduced to solve the sub-problem of power
allocation, and Hungarian algorithm is introduced to
solve the subproblem of user grouping.

The symbols used in this paper are defined as fol-
lows. E(·) represents the mean operator, f(·) and
F ( · ) represent the probability density function
( PDF ) and the cumulative distribution function
(CDF), respectively. And U represents the uniform
distribution.

1　 System model

In this paper, a single-cell downlink multi-user

system is considered, which adopts the hybrid multiple
access scheme. A base station (BS) is located in the
center of the cell. N users are randomly distributed in
the cell, and both the users and BS are equipped with
a single antenna. The users are divided into L groups,
and each group contains K l users, which satisfies

　 　 ∑
L

l = 1
K l = N (1)

NOMA is implemented within each group and dif-
ferent groups are allocated with orthogonal resources to
eliminate inter-group interference, and some intra-
group interference can be eliminated by SIC.

Without loss of generality, the widely used Ray-
leigh fading channel for communication is adopted,
which is affected by the joint effect of large-scale fading
and small-scale fading. The channel model can be ex-
pressed as

　 　 hn =
gn

1 + dα
n

(2)

where gn denotes the small-scale fading coefficient,
which is subject to gn ~ CN(0,1). dn denotes the dis-
tance between user n and BS, and α denotes the aver-
age path loss factor. The channel coefficient hn is sub-
ject to the Rayleigh distribution, and its PDF can be
expressed as

f(x, Ωn) = 2x
Ωn

exp( - x2

Ωn
), x ≥0 (3)

where Ωn denotes the large-scale fading coefficient be-
tween user n and BS, expressed as Ωn = E( | hn | 2). It
is assumed that BS only has statistical CSI related to
each user, i. e. , BS knows the value of Ω for all users.

In order to simplify the derivation of the problem,
the l-th group with K l users is mainly analyzed, so the
signal received by the k-th user in the l-th group can
be expressed as

yl,k = hl,k al,kPxl,k + hl,k∑
i≠k

al,iPxl,i + zl,k

(4)
where P denotes the transmitting power allocated by BS
to each group, and it is assumed that the transmission
power allocated by BS to each group is equal. hl,k de-
notes the instantaneous channel related to the k-th user
in the l-th group. xl,k denotes the transmitted message
intended for the k-th user in the l-th group. al,k de-
notes the intra-group power allocation factor allocated
to the k-th user in the l-th group. zl,k denotes inde-
pendent and identically distributed additive white
Gaussian noise, which is subject to zl,k ~ CN(0, σ2) .
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the users
are sorted in the ascending order of statistic CSI, i. e. ,
Ωl,1 < Ωl,2 < … < Ωl, K . According to the principle of
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NOMA, it can be concluded that the power allocation
factor satisfies al,1 > al,2 > … > al,K . The second term
in Eq. (4) is caused by the user’ s intra-group inter-
ference, which can be partially eliminated by the SIC
receiver. According to the optimal SIC decoding order
under the statistical CSI proposed in Ref. [10], the
decoding order of the SIC within the group is (1,2,
…,K l), which is the increasing order of channel gain.
The user detection model is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1　 User detection model

Ideally, in the case of j < k <m, the k-th user will
detect the message of j-th user, and then remove the
message from its received in a successive manner. The
message of m-th user will be treated as noise at the k-th
user. Therefore, the instantaneous data rate of the k-th
user in the l-th group is expressed as

R l,k = log2
1 +

ρ | hl,k | 2al,k

ρ | hl,k | 2 ∑
Kl

m = k+1
al,m + 1( ) (5)

where ρ = P / σ2 denotes the intra-group SNR. Note that
the data rate of the K l-th user is R l,Kl

= log2(1 +
ρ | hl,Kl

| 2al,Kl
) . Let R l, k→l, j denote the instantaneous

data rate of the j-th user’ s message detected by the
k-th user in l-th group, which can be expressed as

R l, k→l, j = log2
1 +

ρ | hl,k | 2al, j

ρ | hl,k | 2∑
Kl

i = j+1
al,i + 1( ) (6)

2　 Performance analysis

Since the analysis of outage probability and ergod-
ic data rate requires the density function of channel,
the widely used Rayleigh fading channel for communi-
cation is adopted. Therefore, the PDF and the CDF of
unsorted channel gain are given as follows.

f | hn| 2(x; Ωn) = 1
Ωn

e - x
Ωn, x ≥0 (7)

F | hn| 2(x, Ωn) = 1 - e - x
Ωn, x ≥0 (8)

Since the users are sorted in the ascending order
of statistic CSI, the corresponding PDF and CDF of the
ordered channel gain can be written as[11]

　 f | hn| 2(x;Ωn) = βN,n∑
N-n

t = 0
( - 1) t N - n

t( )
f | hn| 2(x;Ωn)[F | hn| 2(x;Ωn)] n+t-1

(9)

F| hn| 2(x;Ωn) = βN,n∑
N-n

t =0

(- 1)t

n + t
N - n

t( )[F|hn| 2(x;Ωn)]n+t

(10)

where βN,n = N!
(N - n)(n - 1)!.

2. 1　 Ergodic data rate
In order to compare the impact of statistical CSI

and perfect CSI on the performance of the NOMA sys-
tem, based on Eq. (5) and Eq. (9), the ergodic data
rate formula of user k can be derived.

RNOMA
k = ∫+∞

0
Rk f | h| 2(x;Ωk)dx

= Εx ~ f | h| 2(x;Ωk) log2
1 +

akx

ρ x∑
K

i = k+1
ai + 1( )( )é

ë

ê
ê

ù

û

ú
ú

(11)

2. 2　 Outage probability
For the sake of guaranteeing the SIC decoding in

Section 2 performing correctly, R l, k→l, j ≥ R th
l, j must be

satisfied, where R th
l, j denotes the target data rate of the

j-th user in the l-th group. When the instantaneous da-
ta rate cannot reach the target data rate, outage oc-
curs. Therefore, the outage probability at the k-th user
can be expressed as[12]

PNOMA
l,k = 1 - Pr(∩

k

j = 1
(R l,k→j ≥ R th

l, j)) (12)

where R l,k→l, j ≥ R th
l, j can be expressed as

| hl,k | 2 ≥
εl, j

ρ(al, j - εl, j∑
K

i = j+1
al,i)

(13)

where εl, j = 2Rth
l, j - 1. Note that Eq. (13) is obtained

by assuming the following condition.

al,k > εl, j∑
K

i = k+1
al,i (14)

Otherwise, the outage probability is always 1.
Furthermore, the outage probability can be written as

PNOMA
l,k = Pr | hl,k | 2 < max

εl, j

ρ al, j - εl, j∑
Kl

i = j+1
al,i( )

{ }( )
(15)

let

ϕl,k = max
εl, j

ρ al, j - εl, j∑
Kl

i = j+1
al,i( )

{ } (16)
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Based on Eq. (10) and Eq. (15), the user out-
age probability expression of the NOMA system with
statistical CSI can be obtained as

PNOMA
l,k = βKl,k∑

Kl-k

t = 0

( - 1) t

k + t
K l - k

t( )[1 - e -
ϕl,k
Ωl,k] k+t

(17)

2. 3　 Throughput
In general, there are mainly two category of meth-

ods for optimizing the performance in communication
systems. One is to maximize the achievable sum data
rate, and the other is to guarantee the fairness of us-
ers[13] . On the one hand, to maximize the sum data
rate, BS tends to allocate more power to users with
high channel gains, which may cause users with low
channel gains to be outage. On the other hand, the
fairness among the users may result in the performance
loss of the achievable sum data rate. In order to
achieve a trade-off between achievable sum data rate
and user fairness, it is considered to maximize the
achievable sum data rate while guaranteeing the mini-
mum rate requirement of each user. Therefore,
throughput is adopted to characterize rate performance.
Throughput combines rate performance and fairness,
which is defined as the sum of target data rate of each
user multiplied by its successful transmission probabili-
ty[14], expressed as

TNOMA = ∑
L

l = 1
∑
Kl

k = 1
R th

l,k(1 - PNOMA
l,k ) (18)

the target data rate represents the rate performance,
and the probability of successful transmission guaran-
tees the fairness of users.

In order to verify the superiority of the NOMA sys-
tem performance, time division multiple access ( TD-
MA) system is selected for comparison. Assuming that
the system is of equal time slots, and the transmission
power allocated to each time slot is equal, the instanta-
neous data rate is expressed as

ROMA
n = 1

N log2(1 +
P total | hn | 2

σ2 ) (19)

where Ptotal denotes the total transmit power of BS. Simi-
lar to the derivation process of Eq. (17) and Eq. (18),
the corresponding outage probability of user n and sys-
tem throughput can be calculated as

POMA
n = 1 - exp - (2NRthn - 1)σ2

P totalΩn
( ) (20)

TOMA = ∑
N

n = 1
R th

n (1 - POMA
n ) (21)

where R th
n denotes the target data rate of user n.

3　 Resource allocation optimization scheme

As analyzed in subsection 2. 3, in order to realize
the trade-off between system achievable sum data rate
and user fairness, throughput is adopted to characterize
rate performance in this paper. Therefore, the problem
of maximizing system throughput can be expressed as

max　 ∑
L

l = 1
∑
Kl

k = 1
R th

l,k(1 - PNOMA
l,k )

s. t. 　 C1: ∑
L

l = 1
P ≤ P total, P > 0

C2: ∑
Kl

k = 1
al,k = 1, al,k > 0 (22)

C3: al,1 > al,2 > … > al,Kl

C4:al,k > εl. k∑
Kl

i = k+1
al,i

where the constraint condition C1 is the total transmit
power constraint, and the power allocated to each
group should be non-negative. The constraint condition
C2 is the power allocation factor constraint for each
group. The constraint conditions C3 and C4 represent
the NOMA principle constraints.

The solution used to maximize system throughput
in Eq. (22) is not only affected by the power allocation
factor, but also depends on that, which users can be
allocated to the same group. In many of the existing
work, users are grouped directly according to their
channel condition, and then power is allocated to users
within each group. However, the inherent relationship
between power allocation and user grouping is ignored.
Therefore, a joint resource allocation optimization algo-
rithm is proposed. According to the combinatorial char-
acteristics of the system throughput maximization prob-
lem, the solution to the Eq. (22) can be divided into
two stages. In the first stage, based on any pairwise
grouping of users, an improved genetic algorithm is
used to allocate power to maximize intra-group through-
put within each group. In the second stage, based on
the results of the first stage, Hungarian algorithm is
used to determine the user grouping set, which can
maximize the system throughput.

3. 1 　 Power allocation based on improved genetic
algorithm

　 　 Under the arbitrary and fixed user grouping
schemes, it is assumed that transmission power alloca-
ted to each group is equal. Therefore, the problem of
maximizing system throughput in Eq. (22) can be di-
vided into multiple problems of maximizing intra-group
throughput.
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max　 ∑
Kl

k = 1
R th

k (1 - PNOMA
k )

s. t. 　 C1: ∑
Kl

k = 1
ak = 1, ak > 0 (23)

C2: a1 > a2 > … > aKl

C3: ak > ε∑
Kl

i = k+1
ai

Since the objective function is non-convex, ex-
haustive search for the optimal solution results in heavy
complexity, which is hard to accomplish in practice.
Therefore, genetic algorithm is adopted for power allo-
cation.

Genetic algorithm is based on natural selection
and genetic theory, which combines the survival of the
fittest in the process of biological evolution with the
random information exchange mechanism of chromo-
somes within the population. Genetic algorithm aban-
dons the traditional search method, simulates the bio-
logical evolution process in nature, and uses artificial
evolution to search the target space randomly. Firstly,
it regards the possible solution in the problem domain
as an individual or chromosome of the group, and en-
codes each individual into a symbol string form. Then,
it simulates the biological evolution process of Darwin’s
genetic selection and natural elimination, and iterative
operations selection, crossover and mutation based on
genetics are performed on the population. Finally,
each individual is evaluated according to the predeter-
mined target fitness function, and a better group can be
continuously obtained according to the evolutionary
rules of survival of the fittest. At the same time, the
global parallel searcher is used to search for the optimal
individual in the optimization group and the optimal so-
lution that meets the requirements[15] .

In the traditional genetic algorithm, parameters of
the three operators of selection, crossover and mutation
are fixed, which may lead to the destruction of the op-
timal individual, and result in the non-convergence of
the evolutionary process, so the performance of genetic
algorithm can be severely restricted. In addition, in
the later stage of evolution, the diversity of individuals
in the population is greatly reduced, and the fitness
values are close to each other, which leads to the algo-
rithm approaching the state of random search.

In order to alleviate the above problems, the mu-
tation probability of the individual is determined dy-
namically according to the fitness value of the individu-
al, and the crossover method is changed. The mutation
probability of the individuals with high fitness is re-
duced to prevent the damage of good genes, and the
mutation probability of the individuals with poor adapt-

ability is improved by introducing new genes into the
population. After determining the male parent and the
female parent, multiple nodes are selected for multiple
crossover, and the two best ones are selected from the
results to be inherited to the next generation. The im-
proved algorithm is described as follows.

(1) Initializes population number S and the maxi-
mum generation Gmax, and randomly generates S indi-
viduals expressed by a binary string of length NBS

placed in the initial population Q(0).
(2) Takes the system throughput expression in

Eq. (22) as the fitness function, and computes the fit-
ness value f of each individual.

(3) According to the fitness value f of the indi-
vidual, computes the selection probability P i

s =

fi /∑
Kl

k = 1
fk and mutation probability P i

m = (1 - P i
s)Pm of

each individual, where Pc and Pm represent the cross-
over probability and the mutation probability are initial-
ly set to the certain values.

(4) Firstly, selects and mutates the individuals in
the population Q(G) . Then, randomly selects two in-
dividuals, crossovers them multiple times according to
the crossover probability Pc . Finally, selects the best
two individuals from the offspring individuals to obtain
the next population Q(G + 1) .

(5) If G < Gmax, goes to Step (2), else, stops
and gets the individual with greatest fitness as the solu-
tion.

The optimal solution output, obtained according to
the above steps, is the solution of the objective func-
tion in Eq. (22), that is the power distribution coeffi-
cient of the user.

3. 2　 User grouping based on Hungarian algorithm
It should be noted that in 3GPP LTE advanced,

two users are selected for performing NOMA[16], and
the number of users in each group K l cannot be too
large due to the complexity of SIC. Therefore, the user
grouping method for the case of K l = 2 is investigated.
The user grouping problem can be expressed as

arg max∑TNOMA
i, j (24)

where TNOMA
i, j denotes the maximum intra-group through-

put when user i and user j are allocated to the same
group.

Since channel differences have a direct impact on
the performance of system throughput, users are divid-
ed into two sets based on the statistical CSI, denoted as
V1 and V2 . Specific steps are as follows.

(1) Detect the value of statistical feature Ω of us-
ers in the cell, and users are sorted in the ascending
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order of Ω.
(2) Take user n(n = ffloor(N / 2)) as the bounda-

ry and divide users into two sets V1 and V2, where
ffloor(·) means rounding to the left.

If the total number of users N is even, the num-
bers of users in V1 and V2 are equal. If N is odd, the
first user in V2 is taken out as a user group, and then a
user is selected from set V1 and set V2 respectively to
form a two-user group. After the above processing, the
channel differences between users within the same
group can be enlarged, which can improve the per-
formance gain of NOMA system. However, the arbi-
trary matching of users in the two sets cannot guarantee
the system throughput performance. Considering the
impact of power allocation on user grouping, the user
grouping problem can be transformed into a one-to-one
matching problem between user sets V1 and V2 for sake
of maximizing system throughput. Taking advantage of
the low complexity feature of Hungarian algorithm in
solving the matching problem, Hungarian algorithm is
introduced to solve Eq. (24).

Hungarian algorithm is one of the classic algo-
rithms for bipartite graph matching in graph theory. Its
application background is to solve the problem of two-
dimensional task allocation, and it involves two con-
cepts, namely bipartite graph and augmenting-path.
Bipartite graph is a special model in graph theory. Let
A = (B, C) be an undirected graph. If the vertex B
can be divided into two disjoint subsets (B1, B2 ),
and the two vertices i and j associated with each edge
( i, j) in the graph belong to these two different vertex
sets, so A is called a bipartite graph. For augmenting-
path, let M be the set of matched edges in the bipartite
graph A. If X is a path connecting two unmatched ver-
tices in the graph A, the edges belonging to M and the
edges not belonging to M appear alternately on X, then
X is an augmenting-path relative to M. The basic idea
of Hungarian algorithm is to exchange the matching and
non-matching edges in the augmenting-path by search-
ing for the augmenting-path, so that there will be one
more matching edge until no augmenting-path is found.

Solving Eq. (24) by Hungarian algorithm can be
further expressed as selecting W elements from the W ×
W(W = ffloor (N / 2 )) matrix shown in Eq. (25) for
maximizing their sum, and any of these W elements are
not on the same row and the same column. The select-
ed element denotes the maximum intra-group through-
put obtained when users i and j are allocated to the
same group.

TNOMA
1,1 TNOMA

1,2 … TNOMA
1,W

TNOMA
2,1 TNOMA

2,2 … TNOMA
2,W

· · · ·
TNOMA

W,1 TNOMA
W,2 … TNOMA

W,W

é

ë

ê
ê
ê
ê

ù

û

ú
ú
ú
ú

(25)

In order to prove the effectiveness of the proposed
grouping method, genetic algorithm is also used in all
comparison schemes. In terms of algorithm complexity,
the time complexity of the exhaustive search is O(N!).
The time complexity of Hungarian algorithm used in
this paper mainly comes from the sorting process,
which is O(W2 + W log2W), and the time complexity
of the fixed matching scheme used in Ref. [5] is O(W
log2W) . The time complexity of the proposed scheme
is slightly higher than that of the fixed matching
scheme, but much lower than the exhaustive search
scheme, so it is still feasible even under a huge num-
ber of users.

4　 Simulation results and analysis

The system simulation adopts Monte Carlo method
and assumes that the number of users in each group is
2, and the power allocated to each group is equal. The
comparisons of ergodic data rate with perfect CSI and
statistical CSI is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2　 Comparison of ergodic data rate of NOMA users
with statistical CSI and perfect CSI

As can be seen from Fig. 2, there is a certain gap
between systems using statistical CSI and perfect CSI.
In this paper, the users are sorted in the ascending or-
der of statistic CSI, so the gap between the statistical
CSI and the perfect CSI is reduced. It is proved that
statistical CSI is more feasible in practical applica-
tions. In Fig. 2, user 1 and user 2 represent the user
with poor channel and good channel in a group respec-
tively. When the power allocation factor allocated to
user 1 is less than 0. 9, the ergodic data rate of user 2
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is always much higher than that of user 1. When the
power allocated to user 1 is small, user 1 may be out-
age due to the constraint of minimum rate requirement,
so the fairness of weak users cannot be guaranteed.
However, when the power allocation factor of user 1
exceeds 0. 9, the ergodic data rate of user 2 will de-
crease rapidly, which will affect the overall system rate
performance, this is consistent with the result analyzed
in subsection 2. 3.

The simulation parameters in Fig. 3 are as follows.
SNR =20 dB, the statistic CSI Ω and the target rate R th

of users are generated by the system, which is subject
to Ω ~ U(0,5) and R th ~ U(1,5) respectively. In ge-
netic algorithm, the number of individuals in the popu-
lation is S = 40, the length of binary string is NBS = 20,
the maximum generation Gmax = 100, the initial set of
crossover probability and the mutation probability are
Pc = 0. 7 and Pm = 0. 05 respectively. As can be seen
from Fig. 3, compared with the traditional OMA sys-
tem, NOMA system can significantly improve the sys-
tem throughput. For further comparison, genetic algo-
rithm is used in all schemes to allocate power to users.
It can be seen that, the gap between the random group-
ing scheme and the fixed user grouping scheme is al-
ways small, and the fixed grouping scheme proposed in
Ref. [5] has achieved the largest channel difference.
It is demonstrated that the increasing of the channel
difference between users can improve the system
throughput, but the advantage brought by the channel
difference is reduced after the user power allocation
within the group. The symtem throughput of joint opti-
mization scheme proposed in this paper is obviously
better than that of the random grouping scheme and
fixed grouping scheme in Ref. [5]. As the number of
user group served by BS increases, the advantages of

Fig. 3　 Trend of system throughput with the number of users

the proposed scheme are more obvious than other schemes.
That is, the proposed optimization scheme is more suit-
able for the scenario with a large number of user.

The simulation parameters of Fig. 4 are as follows.
the number of users is N = 12, the statistic CSI Ω, the
target rate R th of users and the parameters of genetic al-
gorithm are consistent with Fig. 3. It can be seen from
Fig. 4 that, in low SNR region, the system throughput
of these schemes are similar to each other. The reason
is that the user data rate is low and outage probability
is high due to the too low SNR. In high SNR region,
the transmitting power is allocated to stronger users as
much as possible under the constraint of NOMA princi-
ple. The system throughput of proposed grouping
scheme is close to that of the fixed matching grouping
scheme. However, in practical applications, the SNIR
is generally in range of 10 - 20 dB. In this case, the
system throughput of joint optimization schemes pro-
posed in this paper are better than that of the other three
schemes. Compared with TDMA scheme, random group-
ing scheme and the fixed grouping scheme, the system
throughput of the proposed scheme can be improved by
about 9 bps / Hz, 2. 1 bps / Hz, and 2 bps / Hz, respec-
tively.

Fig. 4　 Trend of system throughput with the SNR

5　 Conclusions

A joint optimization scheme of resource allocation
is proposed in this paper based on joint genetic algo-
rithm and Hungarian algorithm. Users are sorted in the
ascending order of statistic CSI, so the performance of
NOMA system with statistical CSI can further approach
the NOMA system with perfect CSI. The closed-form
formula of each user’ s outage probability is derived,
and the outage performance and the achievable sum da-
ta rate are analyzed. Then throughput is adopted to
characterize system performance. For the sake of maxi-
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mum system throughput, a joint optimization design of
genetic algorithm and Hungarian algorithm is carried
out. Simulation results verify the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme in improving the performance of sys-
tem throughput.
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